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Quiz:
Write their meanings:

1. Wild goose chase
2. Crocodile tears
3. Sea change
4. Fool’s paradise
5. On cloud nine 
6. Hitting below the belt
7. Face the music
8. Burn your fingers
9. Throw the baby with the bath water

10. To hold one’s tongue



byzantine
Adjective

Meaning:

Intricate and complex; excessively complicated and 
typically involving a great deal of administrative detail

Usage:

It is true that America’s tax system is an abysmal and 
Byzantine mess

Those Byzantine negotiations have to be completed to 
renew the bond

Complicated
Detailed
Intricate
Complex

Convoluted
Serpentine

Tangled
Confusing

Baffling
Bewildering 

क ठन
ज टल
पेचीदा



expunge
Verb

Meaning:

To eliminate completely; to strike out, obliterate 
or mark for deletion; to efface completely; 
destroy; to eliminate from one’s consciousness

Usage:

We had to expunge the painful memory

Time and weather have expunged any evidence 
of a thriving community in this area

Abolish
Annihilate

Cancel
Efface

Eradicate 
Exterminate

Extirpate
Root out

Sweep away
Wipe out

काटना
मटाना



Quid pro quo
Noun

Meaning:

Something for something; this for that; 
something exchanged for something else

Usage:

The granting of pardon was a quid pro quo 
to bring stability and peace

Exchange
Trade-off

Barter
Recompens

e



plummet

Verb

Meaning:

Fall; drop straight down with great speed; 
descend; to drop sharply and abruptly

Usage:

As soon as the company increased the price 
of its videogame, it saw its sales plummet

 तज़ेी से गरना Crash
Decline

Descend
Dip

Nose-dive
Plunge

Sink 
Arise

Ascend
Mount
Soar 



chicanery
Noun

Meaning:

The use of tricks to deceive someone; 
trickery

Usage:

The politicians or corporate leaders 
will say anything to turn public opinion 
their way. This kind of deceit and 
manipulation is chicanery

Hanky-panky
Subterfuge

Trickery
Wile 

धोखा 
हेरा-फेर
टाल मटोल

छल 
छल-कपट



Quiz:
Chicanery means:

1. Automation
2. Atavism
3. Guile
4. Diversification 



Quiz:
Write their meanings:

1. Wild goose chase
2. Crocodile tears
3. Sea change
4. Fool’s paradise
5. On cloud nine 
6. Hitting below the belt
7. Face the music
8. Burn your fingers
9. Throw the baby with the bath water

10. To hold one’s tongue



Cheat Sheet:
1. Wild goose chase: a foolish or hopeless search for something unattainable
2. Crocodile tears: insincere expressions of tears
3. Sea change: a profound or notable transformation; metamorphosis
4. Fool’s paradise: a state of delusory happiness
5. On cloud nine: euphoric
6. Hit below the belt: insulting someone personally
7. Face the music: confront unpleasant consequences of your action; to accept 

responsibility for something you have done
8. Burn your fingers: to suffer unpleasant consequences of your action
9. Throw the baby with the bathwater: lose valuable things to get rid of unwanted 

stuff
10. Hold one’s tongue: remain silent



Thank You


